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Methodology

Evaluation

Objectives
✦  Integrating a close-range RGB-D Sensor within a first person-view AR 

environment and utilizing a pinch gesture detection technique to allow 
real-time 3D virtual object manipulation.

✦  Development of an interactive AR chess game, taking into consideration 
occlusion problems, so that users can seamlessly manipulate             
virtual chess pieces over a markerboard using their bare hands. 

Interaction with virtual objects affects the degree of realism and 
immersion in AR experiences. Most of the approaches require either 
an excessive amount of computational complexity for tracking the 
hand posture or visual props attached to user’s hand or fingers 
(e.g markers or gloves). 
The methodology proposed, allows the fast selection and translation 
of virtual objects in 3D space, using bare-hand pinch gestures.
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Results

Introduction

Application

Pinch Detection Method

✦ 10 Participants
✦ System Usability Scale (SUS) Average: 73.25
✦Average time to complete a correct move: 3.72 sec
✦ Average No of pinches before grabbing: 1.62
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In order to detect the 3D position where the pinch gesture takes 
place, we extract the nearest blob of the depth frame and obtain 
the number of contours. If there are more than 2 contours, we 
calculate the left-most and right-most points of the inner 
contour and the straight line, defined among them. We create a 
”neighbourhood” of points, which belong to the straight line 
and the left side of the left-most point and determine the 
average depth value of the user’s hand in 3D space. By mapping 
each of these points to color frame and projecting them to the 
camera coordinate system we can get the 3D pinch position.

Our method can also work if we 
mount the 3D Camera on top of 
an Oculus Rift device. However 
an experimental setup was used 
to simulate the parameters.
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